THE ‘INSIDER’
IMPREZA HANDLING
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the torque between all the tyres, giving the driver the
capability – in all weather and road conditions – to exploit the
often considerable power. It also helps to get the car back
from sometimes ludicrous angles in a slide. I’ve driven and
developed the suspension on the Impreza from the Classic
in 1999 to the 2011 saloon. They each have their own
character and handle in slightly different ways. Which one
has the best handling is a good question.
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control or deal with. If that is related to a car then the part
the driver holds (or should hold, rather than the gearstick!)
is the steering wheel. An ergonomic object that allows the
car’s direction to be controlled by the driver and corrected
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feedback about the forces acting on the car, and its wheels
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in relation to a car is: “A quality of a vehicle that allows,
or even encourages, the operator to make use of all the
available grip.”
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When describing the handling of a car, poetic words and
phrases are often used, showing the subjective nature of it.
B1/08%/:%C!/5(!)!/6>$2;/>$A;!8>$()%:!5%>$/!'.9%$+/8$.+9+/:%8$
are lovely words and they give a sense of what you would
expect to feel when driving a car. In fact, they are the words
that I think most people would associate with a sports car,
but not exclusively so. The Impreza says all of these, but
the question is: what characteristics of the way a car drives
make up handling?
In the course of my work tuning the suspension of vehicles,
usually to make them more sporty, I have to assess the
different aspects of handling and make a judgement of which
I can improve to give the special character. The handling
is but one area. The others include steering, ride, NVH
(noise vibration and harshness), tracking stability, crosswind
stability, traction and braking.
Handling is all about cornering and there are only three
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corner (steady state) and the turn out. Most car reviews
only refer to the turn in and steady state, and forget the
important aspect of how the car gets back to the straight
again.
I have tried to put together a description of the
characteristics of a car’s handling by asking a series of short
questions for each and describing what the driver should be
looking for. This may help you think about the handling as
you drive and be able to consider what you like, and what
you don’t, and then be able to discuss it with your fellow
enthusiasts, and probably criticise the magazine reviews
from a position of greater knowledge.
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THE TURN I N
This is the transient feeling when the car is initially steered
into a curve. To me, it is the most important part of the
cornering process. The driver is changing the course of
the car having judged the speed, surface conditions, road
features and seen where other roads users are positioned
and what they are up to. There is a lot to think about and
the car needs to follow the driver’s inputs as if being steered
by thought alone.
ARE YOU CONFIDENT?
Does the behaviour of car give the driver a high level of
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way to have a car on the road.
IS IT ACCURATE?
Can the car be placed exactly where the driver wants?
Picking the line and sticking to it are vital in negotiating a
corner safely and enjoying the experience.
HOW DOES IT TURN, OR YAW?
Yaw is the motion of the car turning about its vertical
axis. How fast it turns, the yaw rate, is a very important
characteristic. If a car yaws too quickly, it gives an
oversteering feeling, and if it really is too fast it will spin!
Conversely, if it yaws too slowly it gives an understeer feeling
– that the car wants to run wide in the corner, so more
steering lock has to be used than was originally though
necessary.
The turn in is not all about the front end, though. Does the
rear of the car settle immediately, or does it overshoot and
then return to steady state position? This is a feeling that is
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rear tyres. The car will be ‘soggy’ in yaw and not settle
quickly. A tight rear is important in all aspects of life!
CAN YOU FEEL THE REAR AXLE GRIP?
At the start of the change of direction, do you get a good
indication of lateral grip from the rear tyres? Can you feel
it leaning on the rear tyre? This is a key aspect in good
#+/89!/6$+/8$6!-%5$"#%$8)!-%)$:1/08%/:%$+5$"#%?$";)/$!/$"#+"$
they will not spin out and the rear is gripping safely.

HOW DOES THE CAR ROLL?
This is the motion most drivers are very sensitive to but
there is more to it than how much it rolls.
The phasing of the motions and forces are important too.
Does the roll and cornering force (lateral acceleration)
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an unnatural feeling when a car just rolls as soon as the
steering wheel is turned and then starts to corner. It’s
a typical characteristic of the older generation of 4x4s,
where the steering wheel just seems to be a roll control
device. The corner entry then has two stages, as all the roll
happens at the end of the straight and then the car turns. It
can be driven around but it is not a desirable characteristic.
IS THE ROLL WELL DAMPED?
The roll damping is the rate at which the car initially rolls.
As well as controlling the ride of a car, the dampers dictate
how the car handles. A car with a lot of roll damping feels
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turned in very aggressively and rolls to make contact with
the bump stops, it can be felt to bounce off them.
IS THE ROLL BALANCED FRONT TO REAR?
Do the front and rear appear to roll the same amount? The
roll can be combined with pitching, causing what’s knows as
skewed roll. Some cars appear to roll over at the front, as if
they are very front heavy. Others appear to sit down on their
rear corner as they turn in. This squatting action can use up
much of the available wheel travel and can lead to all sorts
of fun when the power is applied on rear-wheel-drive cars in
the middle of a corner.
WHAT IS THE ROLL ANGLE LIKE?
Does the roll angle suit the vehicle character? A sports car
should not roll too far, but the actual angle can be masked
by high levels of roll damping. Also the way the roll angle
!5$'+8%$;($!5$!/"%)%5"!/6<$F1'%$:+)5$)199$J/1)'+99?K@$;($1/$
the inside and down on the outside. Others tend to just roll
up as they sit hard on the bumpstops on the outside and
appear to pivot about them. This is a typical characteristic of
an Impreza on standard suspension.
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THE STEA DY ST A TE
This is the behaviour of the car in a constant radius,
constant speed corner. It’s fair to say that there are not too
many corners like this on the road that would allow the car
to be in a steady state for long. Some motorway slip roads
allow a few seconds but the best place to assess this is on
a roundabout. A great road ‘obstacle’ that, when it’s quiet,
allows you to learn lots about how your car handles, and
grips.
WHAT IS THE BALANCE OF THE CAR: UNDERSTEER/
OVERSTEER?
There is much written about understeer and oversteer.
Understeer, the tendency to plough straight on, is regarded
as bad and oversteer is good. Certainly one is more fun
than the other but it is usually induced by excess throttle,
so reducing the throttle brings everything back – which is
helpful. There are quite a few misconceptions about the
terms.
If a car has a neutral balance – neither understeer or
oversteer – then you won’t have to change the amount
of steering lock driving around a circle at progressively
increased speeds. If the car understeers, then you will have
to increase the lock, and if it oversteers, the lock will have
"1$.%$)%8;:%8<$L)+:"!:+99?$!"$!5$I;!"%$8!20:;9"$"1$81$+5$"#%$
throttle needs to be constant, so there are no drive torque
effects, so you end up increasing the speed slightly then
doing a lap, then increase it again and again until the car
eventually runs wide, or spins.
Most cars, both road and competition, have some level
of steady state understeer. A little is good but a lot is not
desirable. I set an Impreza up once too close to neutral. It
was a laugh on the test track at moderate speeds but on
the road, you were always aware it was too near the edge.
HOW FAR HAS IT ROLLED?
This is the maximum roll angle the car achieves relative to
the cornering level. It is obvious that the harder you corner
the more a car will roll, unless it has an active roll control
8%-!:%$0""%8>$.;"$!2$+$:1)/%)$!5$"+H%/$+"$#!6#%)$5(%%8$81%5$
the roll increase proportionally? Some cars seem to reach
a point where they ‘fall over’ in the corner and are really
not happy at high cornering forces. It’s not a great handing
characteristic.
IS THE CAR STAYING ON LINE?
How well does the car follow the curve without driver
inputs on the steering wheel? On a smooth road most cars
will follow the path set by the driver, but on a bumpy road
things can move around and the driver can be ‘sawing’ at
the wheel to keep it on line. Many things affect this, such
as the bump steer characteristics and damping control.
Poor path following is bad for handling and takes away driver
:1/08%/:%<
WHAT IS THE FEEDBACK FROM THE TYRES LIKE?
Does the driver get suitable feedback through the steering
and chassis about the cornering behaviour? The tyres are
"#%$1/9?$"#!/6$!/$:1/"+:"$,!"#$"#%$)1+8$+/8$5!6/!0:+/"9?$
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change what the driver feels on a given set of tyres, but
swapping to a different tyre model or manufacturer can
make a dramatic difference to the handling. I have been
fortunate, in my tuning work, to be able to select the best
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handling (riding and steering) tyre for the project cars at
the start. It is a lot easier to tune the springs and dampers
of a car when the tyre is giving you some of the handling
:#+)+:"%)!5"!:5$?1;$,+/"<$&"$!5$+$8!20:;9"$8%:!5!1/$"1$:#115%$+$
different tyre to the ones the car came on from the factory.
They are usually a good compromise and are often tuned
5(%:!0:+99?$21)$"#+"$:+)<$
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU POWER ON OR LIFT OFF
(THE THROTTLE)?
This is the reaction of the car to changes in power (throttle
position), when in a corner and how controllable it is. It is
a key area for driver involvement as the throttle is another
means of steering the car.
CAN THE CHANGE BE FELT AT THE STEERING WHEEL?
Torque steer, as it is commonly referred to, is a negative
effect produced at the steering wheel. It is typical of
powerful FWD cars. Manufacturers have done lots of work
with suspension layouts and geometry, as well as engine
calibration, to try and reduce the effects. It can also be felt
in RWD cars, but not as a direct force from the torque in
"#%$8)!-%$5#+2"5@$)+"#%)>$2)1'$+$:#+/6%$"1$"#%$-%#!:9%K5$(+"#$
or attitude that is felt as a change in torque at the steering
wheel.
DOES THE CAR CHANGE ITS PATH?
Does the vehicle increase or tighten its cornering line?
Putting the power on in a corner in an Impreza can have
quite variable effects depending whether you have a limited
slip front differential (LSD) or not. A gentle squeeze of
the throttle can produce understeer but a large increase,
and with boost built, can get the front to pull in. I did a
lot of work on the front of the suspension kits to reduce
the initial understeer, so the difference between small and
large throttle openings was reduced, making the car more
predictable.
Lifting off the throttle will usually cause the front to tuck in
and tighten the cornering line to some degree, which is a
good thing. In extreme cases it may cause the rear to slide
out, commonly known as lift-off oversteer. This can be great
fun when you want it, but can cause too much excitement
if you are forced to lift off mid-corner due to an incident
in front! I like to have a car that will tuck in if I lift off the
throttle but without any oversteer. I do, however, like it to
oversteer if I lift off and turn in some more, so as the driver
I am in control of what the car is doing.
These throttle-adjustable traits are crucial in making a
good, or even great, handling car, but the degree to which
they affect the path is quite a personal thing for the driver.
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THE TURN O U T
This is the ease and accuracy of returning the car to
the straight ahead when exiting a corner. This is often not
considered but I have driven many cars that turn in well but
don’t seem to tell the driver they are returning to the straight
after exiting the corner. There is vagueness in the steering
and a deliberate action to take the lock off is required, rather
than gently feeding it off in a natural way.
HOW DOES THE CAR ROLL BACK TO THE HORIZONTAL?
Roll damping on turn out, just like on turn in, has a big
!/A;%/:%$1/$#1,$';:#$:1/08%/:%$"#%$8)!-%)$#+5<$41%5$"#%$
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sudden? This is especially noticeable on a rapid turn out from
a junction or roundabout where a driver may let go of the
steering wheel, at low speed, and the car just snaps back up.
Does the roll recovery overshoot the straight ahead
position? Again, when the driver lets go of the wheel to allow
the car to ‘self straighten’ at low speed, the body can roll so
fast that it overshoots the horizontal position and has to roll
back again. It’s not a good characteristic.
HOW DOES THE CAR TURN, OR YAW, BACK TO THE
STRAIGHT AHEAD?
How the car turns about its vertical axis back to running
straight. This is all about yaw damping. Does the back of the
car overshoot the straight ahead position and then return? It
only needs to do this slightly and it makes the driver nervous.
Being well damped in yaw means the driver will have the
:1/08%/:%$"1$"+:H9%$+$5%)!%5$12$JF$.%/85K$+/8$H/1,$"#%$:+)$
will follow their inputs.
A car with poor yaw damping will make the driver feel like
they are not fully in control and has to be one step ahead of
what the car is going to do. It is something that you have to
be when driving at the limit, but not when you are just driving
and having fun on the road. A well-damped car will have one
small overshoot at the most, which the driver will perceive
+5$+$59!6#"$A%N!/6$!/$"#%$"?)%$5!8%,+99$+5$"#%$:+)$:#+/6%5$
direction. However, a decision may have been made to power
slide out of the corner – great fun and the best way to recycle
tyres: by turning them into smoke!
IS IT ACCURATE?
Can the car be placed exactly where the driver wants? The
best judge of this is if the car can be allowed to move right
out to the very edge of the road at the exit of the corner,
especially if there are kerbs present. If the driver has to allow
a little bit of extra room, just in case, then they are lacking
51'%$:1/08%/:%$!/$"#%$:+)$+/8$!"$5#1;98$.%$.%""%)<$&2$"#%?$:+/$
let it drift, well that’s the best!

I hope this article has provided an insight into handling
characteristics and inspired you to think about how the
cars that you drive handle, and consider what you like
and what you don’t. I have made a career considering
all of these characteristics and changing them,
#1(%2;99?$21)$"#%$.%""%)>$+/8$'15"$!'(1)"+/"9?$&$0/8$!"$
fun. A good handling car should give the driver lots of
:1/08%/:%$"1$8)!-%$I;!:H9?<$&/$+$,1)8>$+$6118$#+/89!/6$
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of feedback about what is happening at the tyre and
controllability to allow accurate positioning. All of this
relates to the steering, which could be the subject of a
future article.
All of the Impreza owners I have met enjoy the driving
of their cars, and they love to go fast, especially in the
twisty bits! Now, which is the best handling Impreza…?
Peter Cambridge: www.pcadynamics.com
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